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Journey to the Heart of Holidays in Marmaris

Marmaris is a wonderful holiday destination in the arms of nature 
preferred especially by families with kids. We wanted to tell kids, who 
enjoy the region as much as parents, about the places they may or may 
not know about in a fun way. We hope to welcome kids who read this 
book and their parents in Marmaris one day.

We’d like to thank Marmaris Mayor Ali Acar, who directed and 
encouraged us to tell what Marmaris has to offer not just to adults but 
also to kids in the best way possible. Hope to see you all in Marmaris.

Sedat Kirt
Marmaris Municipality
Executive Assistant
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This year, we visit Marmaris for a holiday! 
This is a paradise in southern coast of 

Turkey painted in blue with the Aegean and 
the Mediterranean Seas, and in green with 

the surrounding forests. Marmaris is the 
only touristic destination in Turkey to be 

surrounded with national parks. It is home to 
many beauties that mesmerizes adults and 

children alike. With its greenery, water shows, 
boat tours, entertaining hotels, and places 
mentioned in legends, Marmaris definitely 
deserves to be visited more than once.

Now it’s time to explore Marmaris with 
friends who come to visit this beautiful 

city from all across the world!

Are you ready?

We’d like to thank Deniz Önder, a 16-year-old painter 
from Marmaris, for illustrating this book for us!
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Kar and Lydia are two kids in Caria way back in time. Caria was the name of the region which also included Mar-maris, which was called Physkos 3,000 years ago, meaning “city of nature” in the language of Caria.

Kar’s father was a merchant. Most people in the Caria region earned 
their living by selling olive oil, Turk-ish sweetgum oil or grains to other coasts of the Mediterranean Sea.

The History of Marmaris
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Lydia’s father was a soldier. 

Back then, there used to be 

a lot of soldiers to protect 

every city and region. The 

people of Caria were cou-

rageous sea warriors. The 

first female sea commander 

in the world also lived here; 

her name was Artemisia.

Journey to the Heart of

Holidays in
Marmaris
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Marmaris National Park
Ege and Ada come from Istanbul to Marmaris every year for a summer holi-
day. This year, they wanted to go on long hikes and cycle. Marmaris National 
Park is a great place for hiking and mountain biking. The signs inside the 
forest help them find their way easily.

Turkish sweetgum and Turkish pine trees and dozens of flower species can 
be found in the National Park. Moreover, the park is also inhabited by cara-
cals, who are a cute but scared animal in the Felidae family. Their ears are 
a bit longer than an ordinary cat’s, with furs at the end of them. Ege and 
Ada find a young caracal by the forest road, and take it to the National 
Park officials so that they can take this lovely caracal to its mother safely.
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Cruises

Next stop is Çiftlik Cove. As the boat slowly moves forward, Emily recogniz-es something moving on the surface of the water. The captain says that it’s a caretta caretta. The giant turtles live and breed in the area between Marmaris and Dalyan. Jack and Emily learn that caretta carettas are very vulnerable sea crea-tures. It’s an unforgettable memory! Now it’s lunch time on the boat. Jack and Emily love grilled fish! The last stop is Turunç, where there is an amazing underwater view. The kids have fun swimming with all kinds of colorful fish.

Jack and Emily are from the U.K. 
and visiting Marmaris for the 
first time. They’re very excited 
to go on cruises which they 
have heard about from their 
friends. The boat will be visit-
ing the Phosphorus Cave, Çiftlik 
Cove and the coast of Turunç. 
Of course, they’ll also be able 
to swim during the cruise. The 
Phosphorus Cave is their first 
stop. It is filled with beautiful 
colors as the sun is reflected 
on the water inside the cave. 
Jack, who learned swimming in 
a pool, is trying to swim in an 
open sea for the first time. His 
cousin Emily is taking pictures 
on the boat.
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Akyaka is a lovely district 30 minutes from Marmaris. Kids have a 

lot of fun around the river which flows through it towards the 

sea. Daan and Emma who are visiting from the Netherlands have a 

delicious “village breakfast” in the morning. Their favorite delicacy 

was the famous pine honey from Marmaris. During the breakfast, 

they threw some bread to approaching ducks and befriended them.

After breakfast, they hopped on a small boat which took them 

towards the sea among reeds. Fish were playing in the clear water 

of the river as Daan and Emma were mesmerized by the green un-

derwater meadows. After seeing the children who were swimming 

in the shallow parts of the river, they couldn’t help but jump into 

the clear waters of the river at the end of the boat tour.

Azmak Tour in Akyaka
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Cedar Island and 
Cleopatra Beach But they want to see Cleop-

atra Beach the most. The beach 
is believed to be named after 
Cleopatra, the Egyptian queen 
in ancient times, who arguably 
swam in these waters. Anoth-
er thing that caught the kids’ 
attention was the white-sand 
beach which is due to a special 
ecosystem under the sea. Daria 
and Maxim cannot take a hand-
ful of this sand as a souvenir 
because it’s protected but they 
have a wonderful time swimming 
in the beautiful sea and taking 
lots of pictures.

Daria and Maxim are very curious to 

see Marmaris about which they hear 

a lot in Russia. The thing they want 

the most is to swim in Cleopatra Beach 

known for its interesting sand. They go 

on a boat tour visiting verdant forests, 

and run into dolphins on the way.

Here’s the Cedar (Sedir) Island. This was 

an important observation island during 

the Caria period to protect the island 

against the potential attacks from 

the sea. The island has a small amphi-

theater dating back to that period. The 

theater is now home to olive trees, 

and offers wonderful pictures.
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İncekum Beach is one of the most entertaining 
beaches in Marmaris. Situated right across the Cedar 
Island, the beach has great sand and sea. Ali and 
Yasmin from Lebanon are two of the hundreds of 
kids who visit the beach with their families. They 
drive through the fragrant forests of Marmaris in 
a car, and arrive at the entrance of the beach. 
That’s when the real fun begins! They go on a short 
but memorable journey on a “çek çek” tied behind a 
tractor. They relax under the shade of a big tree on 
the beach. Next comes swimming and playing in the 
sea. They build a big castle on the glittering sand 
with their father, and call it the Beirut Castle.

Yasmin dives into the sea with her 

underwater goggles and calls out 

to Ali when she sees colorful fish. 

Now, they both try to take pic-

tures of fish hidden between the 

rocks with underwater cameras. A 

lovely day at İncekum Beach.

Incekum Beach
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Sophie and Marcus’s father decide to vis-
it the island across Kızkumu by canoeing 
because the island is home to interesting 
historical remains. It’s an unforgettable 
day for children and adults alike.

Kızkumu is one of the most interesting places in Marmaris. The family of So-
phie and Marcus heard about it from their friends in Germany and decided to 
see it for themselves. With a pleasant Jeep ride from Marmaris, they get clos-
er to Kızkumu and encounter a surprising view. There are a group of people 
walking on the sea! They look with curious eyes, trying to figure out what’s 
going on. As they get closer to the sea, they realize a sand path that reach-
es into the sea. This path of little red pebbles and sand cannot be seen from 
far away so that’s why it looks as if people are walking on water. You can 
easily see the red path up close or from a high place. Sophie decides to walk 
until the end of the path and asks Marcus to go with her with his camera.
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Bahar and Arman explore the surroundings of Marmaris. With their friends and fami-
lies from Iran, they have visited Akkaya, Cedar Island and Kızkumu, and are now on 
their way to Turgut Waterfall. They notice a small river flowing through the earth, 
surrounded by flying butterflies. These are called “tiger butterflies.” Bahar starts 
taking some pictures because she plans to decorate the walls of her room with 
these frames when she goes back to Iran. The waterfall is very crowded; people 
have visited from various countries to cool on this hot day. Arman starts swimming 
in the small ponds formed by the waterfall. As she strolls along the paths nearby, 
Bahar doesn’t want to miss this lovely view and takes pictures of Arman swimming. 
At the end of the day, they feast on the famous gözleme (Turkish pancakes with 
cheese, vegetables or minced meat) and ayran (yogurt drink) around the waterfall.

Turgut Waterfall
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They also wish to know more about the Old Plane Tree in the village square because they’ll 
be writing about this tree as summer camp homework. They will learn the tree’s age and 
history, how it has been so well-preserved, and what a “monumental tree” means, and talk 
about it in school. They try to understand what’s going on when they see people turning 
around the tree. People believe that the old tree has special powers. “This belief is actual-
ly about having fun,” says the village chief. People relax at the foot of the tree, shop for 
souvenirs at nearby shops for their families and friends, and return to the camp.

There is a village in 
Marmaris hidden up 
in the mountains, and 
it’s called Bayır Vil-
lage. You can arrive in 
this village by driving 
through a scenic 
route from Marmaris. 
Freja from Denmark, 
Alvin from Sweden, 
Alviss from Norway 
and Aliisa from Fin-
land visit Marmaris 
for summer camp with 
their friends from 
school. Today, they’re 
exploring the spe-
cial beauties around 
town. First, they 
swam in a wonderful 
sea at Çiftlik Cove. 
They thought it was 
amazingly surprising 
to be able to see in 
water without under-
water goggles. Now, 
they’re visiting the 
nearby Bayır Village, 
and are very curious 
about its history.
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The pine forests surrounding Marmaris pro-

vide a very valuable product – pine honey. 

A different one from other types in taste 

and health benefits, pine honey ails res-

piratory problems. Marmaris is where pine 

honey is produced the most in the world. 

There is also a “Honey House” to teach the 

importance of pine honey. Ivanka and Mihail 

from Bulgaria wish to visit the Honey House 

with their family and to buy some. Located 

in Osmaniye Village, the Honey House is situ-

ated by the mountains. The nearby villagers 

earn their living by making honey. Yılmaz 

Abi welcomes the guests at the entrance 

of the Honey House. He tells them about the 

characteristics and history of pine honey.

Ivanka and Mihail are very surprised at how pine honey is made. What’s more surpris-ing for them is to see the queen bee inside the hive. At the end of the tour, Yılmaz offers them honey yogurt. Upon learning the story and benefits of pine honey, guests buy some to give as gifts to their friends in Bulgaria.

Marmaris Honey House
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Turunç, Tunnel, Water Park
Kasia and Mateusz from Poland are visiting Turunç, one of the loveliest 
coves in Marmaris, to swim, have fun and to visit a sea tunnel. First, 
they swim in the clear waters of Turunç. It seems as if the fish are 
racing with them under the sea. They also watch canoeing races, a 
favorite activity among local kids. After lunch, they travel to visit a 
sea tunnel at the other end of the cove. The tunnel provides passage 
from the cove to the open sea. The kids watch the fish swim in the sea 
water at the bottom of the tunnel.

At the end of the day, they visit a fun water park inside the forest. They play at slides of all shapes and siz-es. Sliding into the water slowly, fast or meandering, Kasia and Mateusz leave Turunç with unfor-gettable memories.
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They found it very inter-esting that the oil of this tree is used in medicine and cosmetics. It was even more striking to learn that Turkish sweetgum oil was sold to Egypt in ancient times for mummying. Cycling among the trees, Elise and Lucas remembered to take a souvenir picture with the National Park officials before leaving.

Today, we’re visiting a forest filled with fragrant trees. This is 
Günnücek Forest in Marmaris, home to Turkish sweetgum (Liquidamber 
orientalis in Latin) trees. Elise and Lucas from Belgium wanted to see 
this beautiful park on their cycling tour to Marmaris. They learned 
about the benefits of Turkish sweetgum trees by reading the leaflet 
they received at the National Park office.

Günnücek Park
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Luka records his 

friends with his 

camera. As they row 

on canoes, they pay 

attention to fish 

and small octopuses 

that swim around the 

Poseidonia Pasture 

underwater. They 

form a circle in their 

canoes and chat for a 

while. They enjoy the 

swaying of canoes up 

and down with the 

small waves formed 

by daily cruise boats 

passing by.

Luka and Lana from Croatia visited Marmaris, about 
which they heard a lot. For two days, they visited 
the touristic places around Marmaris with their 
family. Today, they are at the beach with the kids 
they met at the hotel. This is a lovely beach where 
people of all ages can engage in water sports. 
The trainers at the beach teach canoeing to Luka 
and Lana. Accompanied by their new friends, they 
wear their lifejackets and start rowing towards a 
lovely canoe tour along the coast of Marmaris.

Water Sports
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Atatürk Science and Education Park

Traffic Park
Sports and Cycling Park

Marmaris Municipality continues to builds parks for kids. The most important of these is the Science and Education Park named after Atatürk, the savior and founder of our country. Zeynep and Kaan came from Iz-mir to Marmaris to see this park with their friends. Situated at the entrance of İçmeler Neighborhood in a verdant area, the park was a very exciting experience for them.

Tropical Garden, Garden of Aquatic and Marsh Plants, Ob-

servation Garden, Thought Garden, Garden of Scientific 

Games, Garden for Creative Kids, Geofit Garden, Xerophytic 

Garden, Eco-Friendly Energy Garden, Space Garden, Play-

grounds, Gardener Kids’ Garden, Garden of Senses, and Gar-

den of Endemic Plants. Here, you both have fun and learn. 

Blending science with nature, the park is a place to spend 

some great time not just for kids but for parents as well.

Afterwards, Zeynep, Kaan and their 

friends learn about basic traffic rules from 

the municipality officials at the Traffic 

Park in Beldibi. Lastly, they play around at 

the Sports and Cycling Park before heading 

back to Izmir with wonderful memories.
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Born and raised in Marmaris, İsmet in-vited his online friend Shao to spend the summer in Marmaris. Visiting from China with her family, Shao was very pleased to see new things with İsmet as her guide. They cycled, dived, or went horse-riding in the forest. They reserved the last day of Shao’s vaca-tion to visit Marmaris Castle and Muse-um. İsmet told her that the city center used to be nearby in the past, and that he spent his childhood years here.

Marmaris Castle 
and Museum
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Located in the city center of Marma-

ris, May 19 Youth Square is a must-visit 

place for all guests in the city. Tonight, 

kids from various countries gathered at 

the square to celebrate April 23 Chil-

dren’s Day. This is the only children’s day 

in the world, which was given as a gift 

by Atatürk, the founder of the Republic 

of Turkey, for the children of the world. 

The artificial fountain at the square is a 

great corner to take pictures. But what’s 

really interesting is the dancing of the 

water with music. The fountains inside 

the giant pool change shape based on the 

rhythm of music. People are taking pic-

tures of the show or dancing to the beat. 

This is a very fun night for kids indeed.

May 19 Youth Square
Dancing Waters
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Can you write your memories of Marmaris on this page?
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